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Digest of 
A Performance Audit Of 

County and Municipal TDR Use in Utah  
 
 

Although Transfer of Development Rights (TDR) programs are 
commonly used nationwide, they are not widely used in Utah.  TDR 
programs transfer development density away from property where 
development is not desired toward property where development is 
desired.  We identified five Utah counties and municipalities that use 
TDRs.  Four operate within a structured TDR program framework, 
while one county uses a discretionary, less structured TDR approach 
that has caused some controversy.  The ultimate goal of any TDR use 
is to achieve a public preservation purpose.  All five Utah entities have 
achieved, or are set up to achieve, such a public purpose.  Nonetheless, 
the Legislature may wish to provide statutory guidance to ensure that 
all Utah TDR use is guided by a program structure with clearly 
outlined procedures. 
 
Summit County Negotiated TDR Use and Additional Density.  
TDR use and additional density decisions made by Summit County 
planning commissioners were negotiated during rezoning decisions 
using broad discretionary powers.  These use and density decisions 
were made on a case-by-case basis.  The broad discretion allowed to 
the planning commissioners does not lend itself to predictability.  
Unpredictable decisions can cause controversy. 
 
Negotiated Additional Density in Summit County Can Be 
Difficult to Follow.  While final TDR and additional density 
decisions were outlined in development agreements, the underlying 
support for those decisions was not always well documented.  When 
decisions are not clearly documented, controversy can arise. 
 
Summit County’s TDR Use Resulting in County Property 
Ownership Was Unique.  Summit County’s nontraditional TDR use 
resulted in county ownership of lots and commercial square footage, a 
controversial TDR use.  In addition, some controversy surrounded the 
non-public sale of the county-owned properties (county TDR lots).  
Finally, since TDR use had weak programmatic controls, some TDR 
tasks were overlooked.  

Chapter I: 
Introduction 

Chapter II: 
Summit County’s 
TDR Use Generated 
Some Controversy 
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Summit County Used TDRs to Preserve Open Space.  Summit 
County’s TDR use helped preserve over 1,000 acres of open space.  
250 acres were preserved using traditional TDR means.  Specifically, 
development rights were moved from properties desired as open space 
to properties better suited to increased density.  976 acres were 
purchased and converted to open space, in part, using revenue 
generated from the sale of county TDR property. 
 
Most Utah TDR Activity Occurs Within an Administrative 
Program.  Four Utah communities utilize administrative TDR 
programs that are traditional in nature.  Administrative programs are 
guided by rules and procedures.  These TDR programs have been 
implemented by Weber County, American Fork City, and Mapleton 
City.  West Valley City (the fourth program) operates a traditional 
TDR program with a nontraditional element: offering an 
administratively controlled cash-in-lieu option in which developers 
may either donate cash or property for the purpose of acquiring open 
space.  Each community’s program has developed administratively 
controlled procedures that allow for the transfer of property 
development rights through a structured process which enables 
predictable results. 
 
Legislature Could Require Structure in TDR Use.  TDR use 
within an administrative program structure enables predictable results 
and helps ensure that participants are treated equitably and fairly.  
What the specific program structure is depends on whether the 
program is traditional or nontraditional, a decision made at the local 
government level.  However, most programs have certain basic 
elements that the Legislature could require statutorily. 
 
1.  We recommend the Legislature consider requiring communities using 
TDRs to establish an administrative structure in ordinance.  This operating 
structure would likely include: 
 

(a) A purpose and goals for the program 
(b) The TDR transfer process, which includes both TDR transfer ratios 
and receiving area density bonuses 
(c) A method for tracking density transfers and recording transfers in the 
county’s property records within a specific time period 
(d) Sending and receiving zones designation where logical 
(e) Administrative procedures for cash-in-lieu options, including 
restrictions on expenditures 
(f) Conservation easements or deed restrictions on sending property to 
ensure a zoning change will not allow the property to be developed in 
the future.  A third-party conservation easement is encouraged. 

Chapter III: 
Administrative TDR 
Programs Provide 
Predictability 

Chapter IV: 
Legislature Could 
Require Structure in 
TDR Use 
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Chapter I 
Introduction 

 
 
 Although Transfer of Development Rights (TDR) programs are 
commonly used nationwide, they are not widely used in Utah.  TDR 
programs transfer development density away from property where 
development is not desired toward property where development is 
desired.  We identified five Utah counties and municipalities that use 
TDRs.  Four operate within an administratively-driven, structured 
TDR program framework, while one county used a commission-
driven, less structured TDR approach that has caused some 
controversy.  The ultimate goal of any TDR usage is to achieve a 
public preservation purpose.  All five Utah entities achieved, or are set 
up to achieve, such a public purpose.  Nonetheless, the Legislature 
should consider statutory guidance to ensure that all Utah TDR use is 
guided by a program structure with clearly outlined procedures. 
 
 Local government TDR programs transfer development rights 
from property to be preserved to property they deem better suited for 
higher development density.  Communities often have preservation of 
open space, historical landmarks, and farmland, to name a few 
examples, as land use goals.  However, communities generally do not 
have the money to purchase such properties for preservation.  To meet 
these land use goals, communities have turned to TDRs.  TDRs 
provide an opportunity to obtain desired property at little to no cost 
to the community. 
 
 Private property ownership in the United States comes with a set 
of land use rights.  TDR programs make use of the fact that these land 
use rights can be separated from one another and from the property.  
Examples of property rights contained in the set are: 
 

 Water 
 Mineral 
 Timber 
 Agriculture 
 Development  

 
 Since property rights can be separated from one another and from 
the property, each right can be separately transferred or sold.  TDR 

Transfer of 
Development Rights 
(TDR) provides an 
opportunity to obtain 
desired property at 
little to no cost to the 
community. 
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programs enable a landowner to separate the development rights from 
the other property rights and sell those development rights to another 
person for use on another property.  Once a property’s development 
rights are sold, the property is then restricted from development 
through a deed restriction, commonly in the form of an easement.  
The buyer can use the purchased property rights to develop another 
piece of property at a higher density than otherwise allowed. 
 
 A traditional TDR program often has the following structure 
stated in a TDR ordinance or shown on a zoning map: 
 

•  A designated sending area—the area from which development 
rights are transferred to protect resources found within those areas 
(e.g., open space, farmland). 
 
•  A designated receiving area—the area to which development 
rights are transferred and in which development density is 
preferred. 
 
•  A TDR transfer ratio—the number of TDRs landowners in 
sending areas are permitted to sell, usually expressed per acre.  A 
TDR transfer ratio is established in ordinance and uniformly 
applied to all projects.  This transfer ratio may be one to one or 
greater than one to one.  Indian River, Florida has a 40 to 1 
transfer ratio (that is, for every one TDR on the sending property, 
40 may be transferred to the receiving property). 
 
•  A TDR density bonus—the extra density that can be achieved 
through using TDRs at a receiving site.  A TDR density bonus is 
established in ordinance and uniformly applied to all projects.  
Some of the most successful programs have a relatively low density 
bonus.  For example, Montgomery County, Maryland has a 40 
percent density bonus (that is, base zoning density can be increased 
by 40 percent if TDRs are used). 
 
•  Recorded conservation easements—these limit development of 
the sending area property. 

 

Traditional TDR 
programs include 
sending and receiving 
areas, transfer ratios, 
density bonuses, and 
recorded easements. 
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 Here is an example of how a traditional TDR system might 
operate.  In this example, both the sender who wants to sell his 
development rights and the receiver who wants to purchase additional 
rights have 20-acre parcels with a base zoning of one unit per five 
acres.  Therefore, each property has four development rights. 

 
 In this example, local officials want to provide a selling incentive, 
so a two to one transfer rate is established.  This means if the sending 
property owner chooses to develop the property, then four units can 
be developed.  However, if the sending property owner chooses to sell 
the property rights, then rights for eight units can be sold. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 The sending property owner (seller) and the receiver property 
owner (buyer) negotiate the sales price of the eight development 
rights in the private market. 

 
 After the sale, the receiving property owner has 12 development 
rights, the original four rights plus the eight rights (TDRs) that were 
purchased.  However, local officials also want to offer a density bonus 
to the receiving property.  In this example, one density bonus unit is 
granted for every four TDRs acquired.  As a result, the receiving 
property ultimately acquires 14 development rights.  The sending 
property has no more development rights.  The local government 

Sending (Seller) Receiving (Buyer)

Sending (Seller) Receiving (Buyer)

Sending 

$$$ 

Rights 
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places a conservation easement on the sender’s property 
acknowledging that all development rights have been sold. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 As a result of this process, the sender is compensated for the loss of 
development rights, the developer is allowed more density than 
current zoning allows, and the general public is granted preserved 
open space at minimal public expense. 
 
 While these are the elements and processes for a traditional TDR 
program, other communities have been experimenting with 
nontraditional TDR programs for years in an effort to tailor programs 
for local circumstances. 
 
 Density transfer programs in Berthoud, Colorado and Gunnison 
County, Colorado are examples of nontraditional yet structured TDR 
programs. 
 

•  Berthoud, Colorado.   This town does not designate sending 
areas.  Receiving areas are created when the town approves a 
zoning change (an upzone) that allows additional dwelling units.  
For each dwelling unit in excess of the maximum allowed under 
the prior zoning, a developer can choose between two compliance 
options:  preserve one acre of significant resource land (as 
identified in the comprehensive plan) or pay a density transfer fee 
of $3,000 per bonus single-family residence or $1,500 per bonus 
multiple-family unit.  Berthould leverages the density transfer 
revenue to purchase high-priority acreage. 
 
•  Gunnison County, Colorado.   Participating developers on a 
qualifying receiving site can reduce the onsite open space 
requirement from 30 percent to 15 percent of the total project area 
which can increase the number of allowable lots.  The Gunnison 
County assessor provides land values of the project site before and 
after the onsite open space reduction.  The developer pays 
Gunnison County 10 percent of the increase in land value.  

Nontraditional TDR 
programs may not 
designate sending 
zones, but instead 
offer options such as 
paying fees, which in 
turn are used to 
purchase open space. 

Sending 
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Gunnison County uses this revenue exclusively for purchasing land 
and conservation easements. 
 

 One advantage of these nontraditional TDR programs is that high 
priority land can be targeted for purchase.  Traditional TDR programs 
acquire land in the sending zone which may not be the community’s 
highest priority land acquisition. 
 
 As seen, these nontraditional TDR programs don’t necessarily use 
the same structure as a traditional TDR program (for example, they 
do not necessarily have formal sending areas); nonetheless, the goal is 
the same—to provide a public preservation benefit. 
 
 

Audit Scope and Objectives  
 
 This audit of county and municipal use of TDRs was requested by 
Senator Wayne Niederhauser.  He was concerned that legislative 
direction in the 2007 General Session dealing with TDRs might have 
been insufficient.  Consequently, this audit focused on the following 
objective: 
 
 • Determine if additional state statutory TDR guidance is needed. 
 
 To address this objective, we first sought to identify municipalities 
and counties which have approved TDRs for use.  To do this, we 
talked with knowledgeable people and sent out a query on the Utah 
Chapter of the American Planners Association website.  From these 
sources, we identified five counties and municipalities that have 
approved TDRs for use: 
 

•  American Fork City 
•  Mapleton City 
•  Summit County 
•  Weber County 
•  West Valley City 

 
For these identified local governments, we gathered information on 
program goals and program structure.  One clarification should be 
made.  Summit County is divided into two planning districts:  
Snyderville Basin and Eastern County.  This report focuses exclusively 

Five municipalities 
and counties have 
approved TDR 
programs. 
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on Snyderville Basin.  We also reviewed information on two 
controversial Summit County projects involving TDRs. 
 
 In addition, we were provided with some information implying 
political favoritism in Summit County.  Later, we learned of a two-
year investigation conducted by five county attorneys on behalf of the 
Utah Attorney General’s Office concerning malfeasance allegations 
against Summit County officials.  In a 2007 report, this panel found 
no evidence that any county officials or employees used their positions 
for personal gain.  Consequently, we pursued the issue no further. 
 
 Regardless of whether TDRs are used traditionally or 
nontraditionally, they are used within a program having an operating 
structure clearly outlined in code enabling predictability.  This 
operating structure includes the following elements: 
 

•  A stated program purpose/goal 
 
•  Specified program operating procedures, including formulas for 
calculating transfer ratios and bonus density 
 
•  Conservation easements or deed restrictions 

 
 Summit County’s TDR use was unusual in this regard.  
Specifically, the county commission legislatively granted broad 
discretion to the planning commissioners which resulted in case-by-
case negotiation of TDR use and additional density leading to results 
that were unpredictable.  
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Chapter II 
Summit County’s TDR Use Generated 

Some Controversy  
 
 
 Transfer of Development Rights (TDR) use in Summit County 
has not occurred within an administrative, procedurally-based 
program, but has been negotiated by the planning commissioners 
using broad discretion granted them by the county commission.  
Specifically, planning commissioners negotiated TDR use and the 
resulting additional density on a case-by-case basis, which made the 
results unpredictable.  Unpredictable results can cause controversy.  In 
addition, the documentation behind this negotiated density was 
sometimes difficult to understand, which can also cause controversy.  
Summit County’s unique TDR use resulted in county ownership of 
residential lots and commercial square footage.  This acquired 
property was then sold to purchase open space, but the sale may not 
have obtained the best price.  Both the unique TDR use and the sale 
of the acquired property created some controversy. 
 

As a reminder, Summit County is divided into two planning 
districts: Snyderville Basin and Eastern County.  This chapter discusses 
Snyderville Basin activity exclusively.  The Eastern County planning 
district is not discussed. 
 
 Summit County’s TDR use began in 1998, predating the state’s 
TDR statutes.  An incentive zoning model was incorporated into 
Summit County’s 1998 development code through use of a tool called 
the Development Potential Matrix (matrix).  The matrix was the 
primary tool used to implement Snyderville Basin’s General Plan.  The 
General Plan’s central theme was to halt urban sprawl across hillsides 
and meadows and promote the clustering of densities in town, village, 
and resort centers, where higher population density could be serviced 
more efficiently.  In addition, the community also wanted to preserve 
as much open space as possible. 
 
 The matrix supported both of these goals and one of the ways it 
did so was through the use of TDRs.  The matrix encouraged density 
clustering through the formation of town, village, and resort center 
Specially Planned Areas (SPAs) and open space acquisition by 

Summit County’s TDR 
use has generated 
some controversy 
since TDRs were first 
used in 1998. 
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allowing developers to exceed SPA density caps through the use of 
TDRs.   (To view an example of the matrix’s structure, see Appendix 
A.) 
 
 

Summit County Negotiated TDR Use 
And Additional Density 

 
 TDR use and the resulting additional density were most often 
negotiated during rezoning decisions.  The development potential 
matrix helped guide rezoning decisions, but there was broad discretion 
given to the planning commissioners within the matrix.  In short, the 
matrix offered the planning commissioners guided discretion in their 
decision-making.  This discretion was purposefully provided to allow 
the planning commissioners significant negotiating flexibility for each 
rezoning application.  This emphasis on decision discretion and 
negotiation led to unpredictable results and opened Summit County 
up to insinuations of inequitable treatment and favoritism. 
 
 When properties are rezoned to a Specially Planned Area (SPA), 
TDRs are often used to increase density within the SPA.  The SPA 
master plan outlines the county’s rezoning for the area and is 
implemented through a development agreement.  In Summit County, 
rezoning decisions and the development agreements that accompany 
them are both decisions made by commissioners.  Consequently, 
everything pertaining to the SPA and finalized in the development 
agreement—including TDR use and the resulting additional density—
is subject to negotiation within the parameters of the Development 
Code and the General Plan. 
 
 During Summit County’s development agreement negotiations, 
developers present the planning commissioners with their desired 
ultimate density.  Then, using the matrix incentive criteria, developers 
present the merits of their developments to justify the total requested 
density.  Negotiations occur and the agreement reached between the 
planning commissioners and the developers is set out in the 
development agreement. 
 
 There are two important TDR factors that impact negotiation: 
 

Instead of following 
established formulas 
for determining 
additional density, 
Summit County’s TDR 
use is negotiated on a 
case-by-case basis. 
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•  First, if a developer used TDRs, then there was no density cap 
on the development.  The planning commissioners and the 
developer negotiated the ultimate density of the project. 
 
•  Second, no methodology existed to determine how TDRs 
would be translated into additional density.  Again, this additional 
density was subject to negotiation between the planning 
commissioners and the developer. 

 
The removal of the density cap and the absence of methodology 

enabled unpredictable results but provided Summit County’s planning 
commissioners a great deal of planning flexibility.  Summit County 
wanted the planning commissioners to be able to negotiate freely and 
this negotiation included TDRs and resulting additional density. 
 
 Ultimately, reliance on negotiation with no specific TDR 
methodologies and no density cap opened Summit County up to 
insinuations of inequitable treatment and favoritism.  The crux of the 
controversy may be the possibility that not all developers were 
successful in their quest for additional density.  These developers may 
have observed others successfully increasing density through the use of 
TDRs, but were unsure how or were unable to use TDRs to their 
advantage.  As a result, the equity and fairness of Summit County’s 
TDR use has been questioned. 
 
 In hindsight, one Summit County official agreed that more 
guidance should have accompanied the matrix and TDR use.  In fact, 
a former planning commissioner did encourage the adoption of precise 
standards for achieving minimum and maximum densities within the 
matrix, but such standards were not adopted.  At that time, the 
planning commission had a vision and knew what it wanted to 
achieve.  It was believed these planning commissioners would set the 
precedent for future planning commissioners for development 
requirements necessary to allow certain densities, but no precedents or 
standards were achieved. 
 
 In 2008, the Eastern Planning District in Summit County put a 
moratorium on its pursuit of TDRs, noting a lack of specific TDR 
criteria and processes.  It was simultaneously noted that Summit 
County was preparing a TDR ordinance that would set forth specific 

Not having specific 
methodologies or 
density caps has 
generated insinuations 
of inequitable 
treatment and 
favoritism. 

The need for specific 
criteria and processes 
has been recognized 
but not implemented. 
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criteria and processing procedures for TDRs.  To date, no such 
ordinance has been passed. 
 
 

Negotiated Additional Density Can 
Be Difficult to Follow 

 
 While final TDR and additional density decisions were outlined in 
development agreements, the underlying support for those decisions 
was not always well-documented.  The Canyons/Colony project was 
the first and biggest project to use TDRs.  In this project, 
determinations of TDR use and resulting additional density were 
difficult for us to follow.  However, in the New Park project, the 
process to determine TDRs and the resulting additional density 
transferred from the Somerset parcel were easy to follow. 
 
 TDRs were not widely used in Summit County.  TDRs were 
transferred into the Canyon/Colony project and TDRs were 
transferred out of the Somerset parcel to other developments.  (See 
Appendix B for more information on the Canyons/Colony project and 
TDR use.  See Appendix C for more information on the Somerset 
parcel and TDR use.)  TDRs were also used in the Willow Creek 
Subdivision.  The use was minor and will not be discussed in this 
report. 
 
The Canyons/Colony SPA’s Total TDR  
Additional Density Was Not Clearly Documented 
 
 The Canyons/Colony project received a significant amount of 
additional density, but it is difficult to understand how that density 
was derived.  Total TDR additional density in the Colony, an exclusive 
residential development abutting the Canyons ski resort, is apparent, 
but the justification is difficult to follow.  Total TDR additional 
density in the Canyons, while acknowledged, is unknown. 
 
 In the Colony project, it was clear that 77 Colony lots were added 
between 1998 and 2000.  Less clear was the specific justification for 
each addition.  The TDR source of the additional density could not 
always be identified clearly.  The development agreements containing 
this information were complex and the reasons behind the negotiated 
additional lots were not always clearly stated.  On the other hand, in 
the Canyons, the total amount of TDR additional density received was 

The reasoning behind 
some of the additional 
density given to the 
Canyons was difficult 
to understand. 
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unknown.  The Canyons received over eight million square feet of 
additional density.  Though it is acknowledged that some of this 
square footage was TDR additional density, the precise amount was 
never specified. 
 
 It was the prerogative of the planning commissioners to negotiate 
and grant whatever TDR additional density they saw fit.  Since no 
specific formula was used to calculate TDR additional density, there 
may not be a strong relationship between TDRs transferred into the 
Canyons/Colony and the final density received by the project.  Also, in 
the case of the Canyons/Colony SPA agreement, TDRs were used 
before the density cap was ever calculated, making any such calculation 
unnecessary.  Consequently, it was not clear what amount of this 
additional density might be TDR-related.  So, TDR use opened the 
door to density levels limited only through the negotiations between 
the developer and the planning commissioners.  Under this scenario, 
the relationship between TDRs and additional square footage would 
not necessarily be clear or predictable. 
 
TDR Density Transfer to New Park Project 
 Was Relatively Straightforward 
 

The proposed density transfer to the New Park project used an 
identifiable methodology.  Seventy-four units from the Somerset 
parcel in the Spring Creek SPA were transferred to the New Park 
project.  One Somerset unit was defined as 1,600 square feet.  The 
TDR committee, which developed the methodology, made this 
transfer at a two-to-one ratio.  Consequently, the total density 
transferred from Somerset to New Park was 236,800 square feet (74 * 
1,600 * 2). 

 
Density transfer incentives are not unusual in TDR use, but the 

incentive methodology is usually specified in procedure through 
specific formulas.  In Summit County, there were no specific formulas 
because of its decision to process TDRs as part of the commission’s 
legislative rezoning process, which allowed broad discretion.  As a 
result, it is not clear why the planning commissioners chose to double 
the density transferred or how another developer might qualify for 
double density.  Nonetheless, the amount of density transferred to 
New Park is clear. 
 

The New Park project 
clearly identified the 
formula used to 
calculate additional 
density but did not 
state why density was 
doubled. 
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 While controversy surrounded TDR negotiations, controversy also 
resulted over Summit County’s use of TDRs, a use resulting in county 
ownership of property. 
 
 
 

Summit County’s TDR Use Resulting in County 
Ownership of Property Was Unique 

 
 Summit County’s nontraditional TDR use resulted in county 
ownership of lots and commercial square footage, a controversial 
TDR use.  This controversy increased with the possibility that the 
non-public sale of the county-owned properties (county TDR lots) 
may not have obtained the best price.  Finally, since TDR use had 
weak programmatic controls, such as identifying which department 
would act as the manager over TDRs, some TDR tasks were 
overlooked. 
 
 A national TDR expert indicated that Summit County’s use of 
TDRs was unique.  He was unaware of any other TDR program 
nationwide that took ownership of property.  However, he was 
interested in the concept and noted that selling property for cash and 
then using that cash to purchase open space is not far removed from 
taking cash directly from developers for the same purpose, a relatively 
common approach. 
 
Summit County Acquired Lots and 
Commercial Square Footage 
 
 Summit County received property from developers in exchange for 
additional density granted within their development.  These exchanges 
took place during each development’s rezoning to a SPA. 
 
 The Canyons received over 8,000,000 square feet of additional 
density and the Colony received 77 additional building lots.  In 
exchange, Summit County requested and received nine Colony lots 
and 185,000 square feet of hotel/resort space in the Canyons.  Summit 
County granted the New Park project 800,000 square feet of 
additional density.  In exchange, Summit County received 112,000 
square feet of commercial space in New Park. 
 

Taking ownership of 
property in exchange 
for increased density 
is a unique practice 
but is comparable to 
receiving cash for the 
purpose of purchasing 
open space, a more 
common practice. 
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 Summit County’s plan was that all this acquired property would be 
sold and the money used to acquire open space.  From Summit 
County’s perspective, both developers and the general public benefited 
from this arrangement.  The developers got additional density in their 
developments and the general public ultimately received additional 
open space.  However, before this additional open space could be 
attained, the property had to be sold. 
 
Summit County May Not 
Have Received the Best Price 
 
 Five county TDR lots were re-sold to the developer for 
approximately $4.5 million using a relatively closed private sale 
process.  Summit County did not put the lots on the open market.  
Nonetheless, the Summit County chief civil attorney maintains that 
Summit County obtained a fair market price.  While this may be true, 
it is debatable whether the best price was obtained. 
 
 Fair market price and best price are not necessarily the same.  Fair 
market price is defined as the price agreed upon by a knowledgeable 
seller and a knowledgeable buyer.  Best price can either be equal to or 
greater than fair market price. 
 
 In 2004, the county commissioners requested that the TDR 
manager sell the five county TDR lots acquired from the Colony.  
(For an explanation of where the other four TDR lots went, see 
Appendix C.)  The TDR manager maintained that his job was simply 
to sell the lots; it was not his job to obtain the best price for the lots.  
The TDR manager did not put the lots on the open market.  Instead, 
he alerted a few people whom he believed were sophisticated enough 
to understand TDR lots. 
 

From this effort, he generated an earnest money offer for two lots 
totaling $1,850,000, or $925,000 per lot.  Upon hearing of this 
earnest money offer, the Colony developer negotiated with the TDR 
manager to purchase all five lots.  The final purchase price was a little 
over $4.5 million, an average purchase price of $908,000 per lot. 
 
 Utah Code 17-50-312(4) requires that counties dispose of 
significant pieces of real property through a public process; however, 
each county is allowed to define what constitutes a significant piece of 
real property.  Summit County has defined TDR lots as real property 

The Colony developer 
purchased all five 
Colony lots for $4.5 
million, an average 
purchase price of 
$908,000 per lot. 
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not in public use.  In Summit County, this property classification is 
not considered a significant piece of real property.  Thus, under 
county ordinance, the lots were not required to be sold publicly. 
 
 Summit County maintains that fair market price was obtained for 
the five Colony lots and this may be true.   However, it is debatable 
whether Summit County received the best price for the following 
reasons: 
 

•  The lots were not put on the open market; therefore, it is 
unknown what price other potential buyers might have been 
willing to pay. 
 
•  The $925,000 earnest money offer on two of the lots was 
higher than the average price ($908,000) received for the five lots. 
 
•  The TDR manager who sold the lots indicated that it was not 
his job to get the best price for the lots.  If the TDR manager 
perceived his job in this way, then it is possible the best price was 
not obtained. 
 

 In order to maximize the amount of money available to purchase 
open space, we believe Summit County should have tried to ensure the 
best price for the five lots was obtained. 
 
Some TDR Tasks Should Have Been Addressed 
 
 Although Summit County had some controls over TDR use (for 
example, an inventory of county TDR use), these controls were not 
adequate.  While a TDR manager was hired in 2004 to finalize parts 
of the TDR program, that position no longer exists.  Specifically, the 
county failed to address the following TDR-related tasks: 
 

•  Deed Restrictions/Conservation Easements:  Not all properties 
from which development rights were transferred had conservation 
easements or deed restrictions.  The November 30, 1999 Amended 
Canyons Development Agreement states that two properties from 
which development rights were transferred to the Canyons/Colony 
project would have third-party conservation easements placed on 
them within 90 days of the amended agreement date or at a later 
date approved by the county.  To date, one of these properties 
does not have a conservation easement.  When we alerted Summit 
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County officials of this fact, a restricted use covenant (not a 
conservation easement) was placed on the property in October, 
2010.  To ensure that property will not be developed in the future, 
properties from which development rights have been removed 
should have either a deed restriction or a conservation easement 
placed on them. 
 

•  TDR Inventory:  Summit County’s TDR inventory was 
not complete.  In May, 2001, the TDR committee 
recommended the transfer of five TDRs to the Willow Creek 
Subdivision from a 20-acre parcel that abutted the subdivision.  
The 20-acre parcel was converted into a county park.  Neither 
the five TDRs nor the 20-acre parcel were initially listed on 
Summit County’s TDR inventory.  When these missing TDRs 
were brought to Summit County’s attention, the five Willow 
Creek TDRs and the Willow Creek park property were added 
to Summit County’s TDR inventory. 
 

 It is important that the county is aware of all approved TDRs 
and whether the TDR sending property has a deed restriction or 
conservation easement.  Summit County’s Sustainability 
Coordinator indicated that she is in the process of compiling an 
inventory of all open space in the Snyderville Basin.  She has also 
recently completed work on a centralized inventory for TDR open 
space. 
 

•  Ordinances:  According to Summit County’s development 
code, all county council approvals shall be in the form of an 
ordinance.  The Creekside TDRs transferred in 2000 into the 
Colony were never formally approved in an ordinance by the 
Summit County Council.  On October 30, 2000, the planning 
staff recommended that the board of commissioners conduct a 
public hearing on the amendment to The Canyons SPA 
development agreement regarding the transfer of 20 additional 
TDR units from the Creekside property into the Colony.  
Although the public hearing was held and the Creekside TDRs 
were approved and incorporated into the Colony, no final 
ordinance on this amendment had been presented and signed.  
A Creekside ordinance was approved in October, 2010. 
 

Important tasks were 
overlooked, including 
recording easements, 
maintaining an 
accurate inventory, 
and passing required 
ordinances. 
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 In our opinion, Summit County needs to review all necessary TDR 
tasks and ensure that all records are accurate and complete. 
 
 In spite of the controversy and the overlooked tasks, Summit 
County’s TDR use directly and indirectly resulted in the preservation 
of significant open space. 
 
 

Summit County Used TDRs 
To Preserve Open Space 

 
 Summit County’s TDR use preserved over 1,000 acres of open 
space in one of two ways: 
 

•  Some open space was preserved using traditional means.  
Specifically, TDRs were moved from properties desired as open 
space to properties better suited to increased density. 
 
•  Some open space was purchased and existing development 
rights were extinguished using revenue generated from the sale of 
county TDR property along with other funds. 

 
 As part of the Canyons/Colony TDR negotiations, two properties, 
Mountain Meadows and Creekside, were purchased by a Colony 
investor and the Colony developer, respectively.  The vested property 
rights were extinguished from these properties and transferred to the 
Canyons/Colony.  Mountain Meadows and Creekside were 
incorporated into the Swaner Nature Preserve.  In addition, the 
Somerset parcel’s vested property rights were extinguished and 
transferred to other properties.  This extinguishment and transfer was 
the result of an agreement between the developers and Summit 
County. The bulk of the Somerset property was incorporated into the 
Swaner Memorial Park Foundation.  The acreage preserved as open 
space is shown in Figure 3.1. 
 

Summit County has 
preserved a significant 
amount of open space 
both by transferring 
density and by 
purchasing open 
space with revenue 
generated from the 
sale of county-owned 
TDR property. 
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Figure 3.1  Estimated Acreage Preserved as Open Space 1997-2001.  
Preserving these 250 acres involved traditional TDR exchanges.  No 
open space funds or any other public funds were used to purchase these 
properties. 
 

Property Name Acres Preserved 
Mountain Meadows*  94 
Creekside* 121 
Somerset**  35 
   Total 250 

 *Mountain Meadows and Creekside are part of Swaner Nature Preserve. 
**Somerset is part of Swaner Memorial Park Foundation. 

 
 In addition to this traditional acquisition of open space, open space 
was also purchased using revenues generated from TDR property 
sales.  TDR property sales revenue was placed in Summit County’s 
open space fund.  Revenues also came from other sources, including 
general fund allocations, interest, and development agreements that 
required open space contributions for each home sold.  Transactions 
from the open space account are summarized in Appendix D.  The 
open space acquired, all of which was approved by the county council, 
is listed in Figure 3.2. 
 
Figure 3.2  Snyderville Basin Open Space Expenditures 2003-2009.  
Funds generated from TDR property sales helped to purchase 976 acres 
of open space. 
 

Property Name 

 
 
 

Acres 

Open Space 
Contribution 
to Property 
Purchase 

Total 
 Purchase 

 Price* 
Rasmussen                  219 $      399,000 $   1,420,000 
Roberts   47 250,000 350,000 
Hi-Ute Ranch** 200 323,000 1,000,000 
Quarry Mountain 183 1,950,000 3,900,000 
Koleman***  10 4,000,000 5,000,000 
Kimball Junction*** 317 12,510,000 16,000,000 
  Total 976 $ 19,432,000 $ 27,670,000 

* Open space funds paid only a portion of the purchase price for most properties. 
**Only the development rights were purchased from the owner of Hi-Ute Ranch. 
***Open space bond funds also helped to finance the Koleman and Kimball Junction purchases.  

 
 Open space funds contributed only a portion of the purchase price 
for most of these properties.  For example, the total purchase price for 
the Rasmussen property was $1.4 million.  The open space fund 

About 250 acres were 
preserved by 
transferring density 
from property 
identified as valuable 
open space. 

Revenue from TDR 
property sales helped 
to purchase almost 
1,000 acres of open 
space. 
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provided about $399,000 and the Snyderville Basin Recreation 
District and the Army Corp of Engineers paid the balance. 
 
 The open space fund account is currently depleted.  In fact, in 
order to complete the Kimball Junction open space transaction, the 
county borrowed $4.5 million from its municipal services fund.  The 
county is attempting to sell its remaining TDR property, 185,000 
square feet of commercial property in the Canyons’ resort core.  This 
property has an appraised value of approximately $8.16 million. 
 
 As a final note, it was through a significant effort that we 
determined all open space funds were used to purchase open space.  In 
2008, a series of complex adjusting entries made it difficult to 
determine the use of open space funds.  For example, adjusting entries 
were needed to reimburse the open space account for a portion of one 
transaction that was not open space.  In addition, a loan from another 
account was needed because there were not enough revenues available 
to cover a transaction.  Although, we concluded the open space funds 
were used appropriately, we feel the county should implement 
procedures to ensure open space funds are accounted for consistently. 
 
 

Recommendations 
 

1. We recommend that future TDR use in Summit County be 
under an administration program with clear procedures and 
methodologies. 

 

2. We recommend that Summit County review all necessary 
TDR-related tasks and ensure that all tasks are completed and 
all records are complete. 

 
3. We recommend that Summit County implement procedures to 

ensure that open space funds are accounted for consistently. 

  

Open space funds 
were used 
appropriately, but 
procedures are needed 
to ensure the funds are 
accounted for 
consistently. 
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Chapter III 
Administrative TDR Programs Provide 

Predictability  
 

 Four Utah communities utilize traditional TDR programs.  These 
TDR programs contain a clear structure in the form of written policies 
and procedures that are carried out by the county’s administrative 
branch.  These operating and control procedures provide the 
predictability necessary for county/city legislative body oversight and, 
ultimately, increased public understanding.  This increased awareness 
helps assure participants and the public of fair and equitable treatment. 
 
 Utah Code does not require TDRs to be used within the 
framework of a program or to have any particular administrative or 
control elements.  In fact, Utah Code contains very little statutory 
language concerning TDRs.  Receiving zones, sending zones, and 
transferrable development rights are defined for municipalities and 
counties in Utah Code 10.9a.103 and 17.27a.103, respectively.  
Finally, Utah Code 10.9a.509.7 (municipal) and Utah Code 
17.27a.509.7 (county) state the following: 
 
 A city(county) may adopt an ordinance: 
 (1) designating sending zones and receiving zones . . . . 

(2) allowing the transfer of transferrable development rights from 
an owner of land within a sending zone to an owner of land within 
a receiving zone. 

 
This language was enacted during the 2007 General Session.  Prior to 
that time, there was no statutory language on TDRs. 
 
 In addition, Utah statute allows local governments the freedom to 
engage in any activity not specifically prohibited by state statute or the 
state and federal constitution.  Since Utah Code does not prohibit any 
particular TDR strategy, counties and municipalities are free to adopt 
whatever strategy they see fit.  Even with this freedom, four of the five 
TDR programs we reviewed still adopted structured, administrative 
TDR programs that are, for the most part, traditional. 
 
 

 Utah Code currently 
allows TDR programs 
but does not specify 
any operating or 
controls elements. 
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Most Utah TDR Activity Occurs Within 
An Administrative Program 

 
  Four Utah communities utilize administrative TDR programs that 
are traditional in nature.  These TDR programs have been 
implemented by Weber County and American Fork and Mapleton 
Cities.  West Valley City (the fourth program) operates a traditional 
TDR program with a nontraditional element.  Each community’s 
program has developed administratively controlled procedures that 
allow for the transfer of property development rights through a 
structured process. 
 

As traditional programs, these four TDR programs generally have 
designated sending and receiving zones and specific formulas for 
calculating development density.  Each requires that conservation 
easements be placed on sending properties giving up their 
development rights and that the easement information be recorded 
with the county.  West Valley City’s program deviates from traditional 
programs by offering an administratively controlled cash-in-lieu 
option in which developers may either donate cash or property for the 
purpose of acquiring open space. 
 
Weber County Operates a 
Traditional TDR Program 
 
 The specific goal of Weber County’s TDR program is to preserve 
the county’s rural character by protecting agricultural lands, shore 
lands, and other sensitive lands from development.  The following 
description outlines some of the program’s structure established in 
Weber County’s development code: 
 

•  Sending and receiving areas are designated in Weber County’s 
development code.  The Ogden Valley is Weber County’s 
sending zone.  Receiving areas are designated as recreational 
resort zones. 
 
•  The county calculates TDRs for available sending areas based 
on zoning.  For example, if a property owner has 20 acres and 
the zoning is one unit on five acres, the property owner is 
allowed four TDRs.  The amount of additional density awarded 
is based on the location of the sending zone.  For example, if the 

Four communities 
have established 
administratively 
structured TDR 
programs. 

Weber County awards 
additional density 
based on the location 
of the sending zone.  
Certificates state the 
number of TDRs 
available for transfer 
and are only valid for 
60 days. 
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density is coming from a valued preservation area such as a 
specific shoreline zone, the code states the density transferred to 
the receiving area will be tripled.  The development code also 
lists additional incentives that may be given for various reasons 
and rates. 

 
•  Property owners desiring to sell their development rights 
submit an application to the county.  The county issues a 
certificate stating the number of TDRs approved and available 
for transfer.  This transfer certificate is valid for 60 days.  
Property owners can list available TDRs on the county’s website. 

 
•  Once TDRs are sold, an irrevocable conservation easement 
must be recorded with the county. 

 
American Fork City Operates a 
Traditional TDR Program 
 
 The goal of American Fork’s TDR program is primarily to 
preserve Utah Lake’s shorelines.  This TDR program has not been 
used yet because the shoreline property owners have not petitioned for 
annexation into American Fork.  The following material outlines some 
of the program’s structure established in American Fork’s development 
code: 
 

•  Designated sending and receiving areas are established in a 
TDR Overlay Zone.  The development code lists procedures for 
both sending and receiving zones. 
 
•  Procedures include specific formulas and limitations for 
transferring density.  For example, a receiving site’s density shall 
not be increased above 30 percent of the maximum density of the 
underlying zone or the density recommend by the general plan, 
whichever is less.  For a sending site within the Shoreline 
Preservation Zone, the development code sets the allowable 
density at one dwelling unit for each five acres. 
 
•  The city issues a certificate to the owner of a property desiring 
to be a sending site which shows the number of development 
rights assigned to their property. 
 

American Fork has 
designated a TDR 
Overlay Zone and set 
specific formulas for 
transferring density 
but has not needed to 
use the program thus 
far. 
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•  Development rights are not transferred until a conservation 
easement has been recorded with the county indicating the total 
number of rights which may be transferred, the number actually 
transferred, and the number remaining.  The city maintains this 
information on a TDR Eligibility Map which includes two sub-
zones—TDR Sending Area Sub-Zone and TDR Receiving Area 
Sub-Zone. 

 
Mapleton City Operates a 
Traditional TDR Program 
 
 The goal of Mapleton’s TDR program is to protect the Mapleton 
foothills from development.  The following information outlines some 
of the program’s structure established in Mapleton’s development 
code: 
 

•  The development code lists specific procedures for properties 
designated as either a sending or receiving zone.  Property 
owners in sending areas have two TDR options: they can deed 
their development rights to the city, which allows them three 
bonus points for each developable acre (that is, one acre equals 
three TDRs), or owners can deed the property itself to the city, 
which allows them five bonus points for each developable acre 
(that is, one acre equals five TDRS). 

 
•  Receiving zones are not specified.  Instead, developers request 
additional density for a specific area, usually an area zoned for 
one unit per two acres.  The development code caps additional 
density at twice the zoning allowance. 

 
•  The recorder issues TDR certificates.  A TDR notice is 
recorded in land records showing total TDRs which may be 
transferred, total TDRs which were transferred, and those TDRs 
that remain. 

 
•  A conservation easement is required if development rights 
have been transferred, but private ownership of the property 
continues.  If the property was transferred to the city, then an 
easement is held by the city, another governmental entity, or a 
qualified charitable organization. 

 
 

Mapleton does not set 
specific receiving 
zones, caps additional 
density, and requires a 
notice be recorded 
showing TDR transfer 
information.   
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West Valley City Operates a Mostly 
Traditional TDR Program 
 
 The goals of West Valley’s TDR program are to encourage 
development in certain areas and preserve wetland habitats.  The cash-
in-lieu option is a nontraditional element of this program.  The 
following points outline some of the program’s structure established in 
West Valley’s development code: 
 

•  Designated sending and receiving areas are established as TDR 
overlay zones.  Sending sites receive two development credits per 
gross acre if the property remains private property with a 
conservation easement.  If the property (including water rights) is 
dedicated to the city, then development credits increase to either 
three or four, depending on the property’s location. 

 
•  Receiving sites are required to use TDRs for any increased 
density greater than 3.5 units per gross acre. 

 
•  The county issues a Development Credit Certificate recognizing 
the number of development credits available for sale by the sending 
property owner.  The sender negotiates the sale and the certificate 
is re-issued to the receiver and recorded in county property 
records. 

 
•  A conservation easement or deed restriction is recorded with the 
county.  Sending property owners are responsible for notifying the 
county tax assessor regarding possible changes in property value. 

 
•  A cash-in-lieu option is offered.  The applicant provides 
property from the sending area or a cash payment that equals at 
least 50 percent of the value increase because of the proposed 
increase in density.  The city must use the cash for land acquisition 
within the sending area or for storm water management and open 
space improvements within the sending area. 

 
 A common element among these four programs is their 
administratively controlled structure.  TDR procedures are written 
and available for public review.  These operating and control 
procedures provide the predictability necessary for each city’s 
legislative body program oversight and increased public 

West Valley City 
operates a traditional 
program, but also 
offers a nontraditional 
cash-in-lieu option. 
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understanding.  This increased awareness helps assure participants and 
the public of fair and equitable treatment. 
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Chapter IV 
Legislature Could Require 

 Structure in TDR Use 
 
 TDR use within an administrative program structure enables 
predictable results and helps ensure that participants are treated 
equitably and fairly.  What that specific program structure is depends 
on whether the program is traditional or nontraditional, a decision 
made at the local government level.  However, most programs have 
certain basic elements that the Legislature could require statutorily. 
 

TDRs are valuable tools in land use planning that should be 
encouraged.  TDR use provides a community the opportunity to 
preserve open space, sensitive environmental areas, or farmland at little 
to no public cost.  Simultaneously, compensation is provided to 
owners of property from which development rights are transferred. 
 
 The Utah Legislature should consider requiring certain basic 
elements in TDR programs while still maintaining flexibility.  
Important elements that could be included were evident in the four 
structured traditional TDR programs we reviewed.  These elements 
were: 
 

•  A stated program purpose/goal 
•  Identified sending and receiving zones 
•  Specified program operating procedures, including formulas for 
calculating sending area TDR transfer ratios and receiving area 
incentive density 
•  Conservation easements or deed restrictions on the sending 
property after a TDR transfer was completed 

 
 In addition, information was recorded with the county or 
municipality showing the number of TDRs available, the number of 
TDRs transferred, and any TDRs remaining. 
 
 While these are traditional elements for a traditional TDR 
program, nontraditional programs may be structured differently.  For 
example, nontraditional TDR programs may not specify sending and 
receiving zones (for example, Berthoud, Colorado’s TDR program 

TDR use should be 
encouraged because it 
provides an 
opportunity to 
preserve open space at 
little to no public cost.  
An established 
program structure 
helps ensure equity. 
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highlighted in the introduction).  Consequently, the statute should 
allow for flexibility. 
 
 We recognize that community needs differ and communities need 
the flexibility to design a TDR program that meets their needs.  In 
fact, a national authority on TDRs cautioned if there are too many 
rules, communities will not utilize this valuable tool.  In our opinion, 
statutory direction may be needed because communities may not 
establish an administrative program unless it is required.  For example, 
Summit County identified the need for a more predictable and 
structured TDR process as early as 2001 but has not yet established 
that structure.  In our opinion, the statute should, at a minimum, 
require a structure that states how a community’s TDR program will 
operate and how basic information will be recorded. 
 
 

Recommendation 
 

1. We recommend the Legislature consider requiring 
communities using TDRs to establish an administrative 
structure in ordinance.  This operating structure would likely 
include: 

(a) A purpose and goals for the program 
 
(b) The TDR transfer process, which includes both TDR 
transfer ratios and receiving area density bonuses 
 
(c) A method for tracking density transfers and recording 
transfers in the county’s property records within a specific time 
period 
 
(d) Sending and receiving zones designation where logical 
 
(e) Administrative procedures for cash-in-lieu options, 
including restrictions on expenditures 
 
(f) Conservation easements or deed restrictions on sending 
property to ensure a zoning change will not allow the property 
to be developed in the future.  A third-party conservation 
easement is encouraged.

The Legislature could 
require TDR use within 
an administrative 
program, but allow 
flexibility to meet 
different communities’ 
needs. 
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nly notes involving T

D
R

s are listed
11 T

he m
axim

um
 density possible in a T

ow
n and R

esort C
enter shall be five (5) units per one (1) acre unless the applicant can transfer density from

 other less desirable developm
ent locations and/or provide 

unique benefits to the com
m

unity.  A
ctual density could be less depending on the project's ability to prom

ote sufficient com
m

unity benefits.  D
ensity could be m

ore if the project com
plies w

ith all provisions of this 
m

atrix, including criteria 12 and 13.  T
o achieve five (5) units per one (1) acre, S

um
m

it C
ounty w

ill grant density increases w
hen a developm

ent provides significant com
m

unity benefits generally described in this 
D

evelopm
ent P

otential M
atrix.  A

reas designated as T
ow

n or R
esorts C

enters are not guaranteed such higher densities.  H
igher de

nsities can only be achieved through the accom
plishm

ent of the com
m

unity 
objectives.  M

axim
um

 densities can only be achieved through significant accom
plishm

ent of the com
m

unity objectives listed on this m
atrix and criteria 2 though 10 shall be m

andatory.  S
um

m
it C

ounty shall 
m

ake a determ
ination as to w

hether a developer has reasonably com
plied w

ith these criteria.  M
oreover, the designation of a T

ow
n or R

esort C
enter on a Land U

se P
lan M

ap is not intended to serve as a density 
w

indfall for an individual property ow
ner, but require cooperation w

ith surrounding land ow
ners.  D

ensity w
ill be affected by how

 w
ell adjaent property ow

ners w
ork together to accom

plish the goals of the G
eneral 

P
lan.

12 S
um

m
it C

ounty w
ill use density incentives to encourage the transfer of developm

ent rights from
 a less desirable location w

ithin the S
nyderville basin to a m

ore desirable location w
ith the S

nyderville B
asin or 

suitable contributions of land for land bank purposes to S
um

m
it C

ounty.  T
he incentive shall be related to the public benefit received from

 the transfer, but it is recognized that significant density increases m
ay be 

considered to achieve density transfers.  It also is recognized that sending areas vary in degree of significance to the com
m

unity.  T
he m

ore significant the sending area the greater the incentive that w
ill be 

considered.  T
o qualify, developm

ents rights m
ust be transferred from

 one parcel to another, not w
ithin the sam

e parcel.  B
efore a density incentive is granted, it m

ust be dem
onstrated that the proposed density 

is appropriate in the receiving area and that a reduction of density in the sending area is appropriate and in the public interest.

13 U
nique com

m
unity facilities and am

enitites shall be considered only w
hen it is dem

onstrated that the im
provem

ents or land contribution exceed the specific and identifiable im
pacts and/or needs of the 

project.  T
he density shall be directly related to the value of the com

m
unity benefit.  B

efore a density incentive is granted, how
ever, it also m

ust be dem
onstrated that there is a need for the proposed 

im
provem

ents, that the im
provem

ents or land are needed or desired at the proposed location, that the land is appropriate in size and that the terrain is appropriate to accom
m

odate the intended use, and the 
im

provem
ent is com

patible w
ith the surrounding neighborhood.  S

uch benefits m
ay included structured parking w

hen it w
ill result in the preservation of additional and desirable open space, school sites, trial 

underpass/overpass; public buildings, the provision of alternative transportation system
s and facilities, or other such im

provem
ents that are determ

ined to be desirable under the G
eneral P

lan.

14 T
he m

axim
um

 density possible in a T
ow

n and R
esort C

enter that has been designated on a Land U
se M

ap shall be established in an adopted S
P

A
 P

lan.  T
he density perm

itted shall be determ
ined based on 

the level of com
pliance w

ith and the degree to w
hich the project advances the com

m
unity goals established in all of these criteria.  T

o exceed five (5) units per acrea in any designated T
ow

n and R
esort C

enter, 
there shall be an appropriate am

ount of density transfer, as noted in C
riteria 13.
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Appendix B 
Canyons/Colony SPA 

 
 The Canyons/Colony project was first approved in 1999 and began with a complex 
agreement between Summit County and the Canyons/Colony developers involving 34 
property owners.  The development agreement was amended several times, the last time in 
2010.  The Canyons/Colony project was the first in Summit County to use the TDR 
concept.  This project was also the first in which Summit County would take ownership of 
property in exchange for allowing increased density. 
 
 Summit County officials wanted the Canyons/Colony project to become an economic 
engine for the county.  At the same time, they also wanted to acquire open space.  To 
accomplish these goals, the Summit County planning commissioners and the 
Canyons/Colony developers negotiated the following: 
 

 The Canyons/Colony project was allowed over eight million square feet of 
additional density.  TDR use was one factor that contributed to this additional 
density.  In exchange, the county received a parcel located in the Canyons resort core 
with 185,000 square feet of commercial density. 
 
 In 1999, 60 vested development rights were extinguished from the 94 acre 
Mountain Meadows property and transferred into the Canyons/Colony project.    
The Mountain Meadows property was incorporated into the Swaner Nature 
Preserve. 
 
 In exchange for approving increased density in the Colony, the county received 
five future Colony lots. 
 
 In 2000, 17 vested development rights were extinguished from the 121-acre 
Creekside property and transferred into the Canyons/Colony project.  In exchange 
for approving this TDR transfer, Summit County, at its discretion, added three 
bonus development units (three TDRs) for a total of 20 transferred TDRs and 
retained those units in the form of three future Colony lots.  The Creekside property 
was incorporated into the Swaner Nature Preserve. 
 
 In 2003, Summit County allowed the Mines Venture parcel a density increase.  
In exchange, the county received one Mines Venture property lot.  This Mine 
Ventures lot was later exchanged for a Colony lot when the Mines Venture property 
was purchased by the Colony developer.  The remaining 35 developable acres of the 
Mines Venture property will be placed in an open space conservation easement. 
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 In total, approximately eight million square feet of additional density was granted the 
Canyons/Colony project; 80 TDRs were transferred into the Canyons/Colony project; nine 
future Colony lots and 185,000 square feet of commercial density within the Canyons 
resort core were provided to Summit County; and 215 acres of developable land were 
conserved and incorporated into the Swaner Nature Preserve. 
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Appendix C 
Spring Creek SPA (Somerset Property) 

 
 The origin of the Somerset density (154 residential units) is the primary point of 
controversy in this project.  In fact, there should be no controversy.  In July, 1998, the 
Somerset parcel within the Spring Creek Specially Planned Area (SPA) was vested with a 
density of 154 residential units on approximately 39 acres.  Somerset was in a view shed 
area and view shed was a high priority in Summit County.  In February, 2001, the county 
requested the developer preserve Somerset as permanent open space by transferring 
Somerset’s density to other developable properties; the developer agreed. 
 

 Sixty units were to be transferred to county property within the Canyons resort 
core; the units would then be given to the developer. 
 
  Seventy-four units were transferred to the developer’s south I-80 property (New 
Park). 
 
  Ten units were transferred to other parcels within the Spring Creek SPA. 
 
 Four units were extinguished with a conservation easement. 
 
 Six units remained on a portion of the Somerset parcel (the Piano parcel). 
 

 The seventy-four units transferred to New Park provided 236,800 additional square feet 
of density beyond the density cap of 280,000 square feet.  In exchange for allowing this 
additional density, the developer provided the county with 112,000 square feet of density 
within the New Park development.  The county sold this square footage to the Summit 
County Recreation District for $1 million, which the county then used to acquire open 
space. 
 
 Ultimately, the county was unable to give the developer title to its Canyon resort core 
property.  Through arbitration, the county retained the resort core property and instead 
provided four of the county’s Colony TDR lots and $800,000 to the developer.
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2003    
MJM Arbitration Settlement (Cash plus 4 Colony lots were provided to settle lawsuit for not 
delivering TDR property within agree time frame) (799,814)               
Sold Newpark TDR property to Recreation District 1,000,000           
Interest Income 168,807              

368,993               Balance 
2004
Bear Hollow unit sales (39 units @ $3400 per unit) 132,600                 
Bear Hollow underpass 1,173                  
Purchase-Rassmussen Property -Recreation District contributed $1 million and Army Corp of 
Enginners $10,000 (399,118)            
Open Space Title 3,519                  
Agricultural Preservation 3,000                  
General Fund Contribution 250,000              
Interest Income 4,062                  

(4,764)                 Total 
364,229               Balance 

2005
Bear Hollow unit sales (102 units @ $3400 per unit) 346,800                 
Bear Hollow underpass 1,173                     
Misc (copies development code) 83                       
Purchase-Roberts Property-McAlister funds contributed $100,000 towards purchase (2006) (350,333)             
General Fund Contribution 250,000              
Interest Income Jan-Dec 17,433                

265,156               Total 
629,384               Balance 

2006
Bear Hollow unit sales (44 units @ $3400 per unit) 149,600                 
Bear Hollow underpass 1,173                     
County sold 5 TDR lots back to Ski Lands (Colony) 100,000               
Second payment to County for 5 TDR lots sold to Ski Lands 3,600,000            
Misc Copies GRAMA 52                       
McAlister funds helped to finance Roberts Property purchase 100,000              
General Fund Contribution 250,000              
Interest Income 105,958              

4,306,783            Total 
4,936,167            Balance 

2007
Bear Hollow unit sales (45 units @ $3400 per unit) 153,000                 
Final payment to County for 5 TDR lots sold to Ski Lands (includes interest) 840,986               
Purchase Hi-Ute Ranch Development Rights-Utah Open Lands contributed $677 thousand (323,000)               
Reimburse settlement charges to buyer-Clissold property (88)                     
Purchase-Quarry Mountain Property-Park City Municipal contributed $1.95 million (1,950,000)            
Interest Income 289,179              
  (989,922)             Total 

3,946,245            Balance 
2008
Bear Hollow unit sales (16 units @ $3400 per unit) 54,400                   
Transfer Bear Hollow underpass revenue (7,038)                   

Purchase Koleman property. Bond funds paid $3.4 million towards purchase (5,000,392)            

Portion of Koleman property sold 1,000,000           

Purchase PRI/Kimball Junction property -Total purchase price $16 mil, Park City paid $3.5 mil, 
Bond funds paid $6.6 toward purchase. Loan from Municipal Services Fund covered overdraft. (12,510,137)          
General Fund Contribution 250,000              
Interest Income 166,014              
Bond Funds & Other Transfers to Municipal Services Fund 10,067,956         

(5,979,197)          Total 
(2,032,951)          Balance 

2009
Bear Hollow unit sales (8 units @ $3400 per unit) 27,200                   
Basin PTIF/Final Transfer Snyderville, reclassify 7,539                  
General Fund Contribution 50,000                
Interest Income 103                     

84,842                 Total 
(1,948,109)          Balance 

APPENDIX D
Snyderville Basin Open Space Account
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Agency Response 
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